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Abstract— Now a days, an Electronic circuits are
designed by using EDA tools. This can be implemented in
Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA). In FPGA, the
pulsed latches are replaced by flip-flops for timing
optimization. Pulsed latches are transparent latches
driven by a clock with a non standard duty cycle. Latches
are used for timing optimization and it can avoid the
power and area utilization. This can be achieved by using
Common Clock Method to reduce the power and timing
constraints in different flip flops. In level triggering,
certain flip -flops are replaced with latches for
performance gain, but it will increasing the delay in
short paths. Comparing with level triggering, the edge
triggering perform faster in well defined moment in time.
In FPGA performance can be improved by applying
Common Clock and Delay Padding can be optimized.
Index Terms-Field Programmable Gate Array, Delay
Padding, Timing Analysis.
I. INTRODUCTION
FPGAs are programmable digital circuits that allow the
implementation of a wide array of digital designs. The
advancement of process technology, architectural and
computer- aided design (CAD) has allowed FPGAs to be a
viable platform for an ever increasing number of
applications. Unlike Application Specific Integrated Circuits
(ASICs), FPGA allows for rapid design prototyping,
incremental design debugging, and also avoid high
nonrecurring engineering costs. Unfortunately, the
advantages of programmability come at a price for area,
performance and power consumption. The FPGA designs [1]
require 20-40x
more area, 12xmore dynamic power, and 3-4 x slower than
their equivalent ASIC implementation.
Our work explores FPGA designs which can be made to
run faster by automatically converting a flip-flop based
design to use a mix of flip-flops and level-sensitive latches.
Level sensitive latches achieve time borrowing by providing
a window of time in which signals can freely pass through.
The timing analysis using latches is more difficult because
transparency allows critical long (Max delay) and short (Min
delay) paths to extend across multiple combinational stages.
Using pulsed latches driven by a clock with a non standard
duty cycle or pulse width is one method of reducing the
effects of short paths plaguing conventional latch based
circuits, while allowing time borrowing for long paths. This

is a best option as commercial FPGAs can generate clocks
with different duty, as well as allow the sequential elements
to be used as either flip-flops or latches [2],[3]. Converting of
flip flop to latch does not involve a hardware change; rather ,
the prefabricated storage elements on the FPGA can act as
either latches or flip-flops, depending on the programming of
SRAM configuration cells internal to the FPGA.
To recognize is that commercial FPGAs already contain
pulsed the necessary hardware functionality to support
pulsed latch-based timing optimization.
II. CONTRIBUTION
The motivation of this paper is to explore using pulsed
latches for timing optimization in FPGAs[4]. The selectively
insert latches into already routed flip-flop based designs for
improve timing performance without extra clocks or logic.
The performance improvement succeed by clock skew with
common clock. To explore different methods of increasing
the delay of short paths for performance improvement. The
use of flip-flop to avoid fixing the majority of short path
violations caused by the transparency nature of latches.
Clocked devices are specially designed for synchronous
systems; such devices ignore their inputs except at the
transition of a dedicated clock signal (known as clocking,
pulsing, or strobing). Clocking causes the flip-flop to either
change or retain its output signal based upon the values of the
input signals at the transition. Some flip-flops change output
on the rising edge of the clock, others on the falling edge.
III.METHODOLOGIES
A.COMMON CLOCK METHOD
We use common clock for all flip-flops to reduce the
power ,area and time constraints. The Pulsed latches are
replacing by a certain flip flops in field-programmable gate
arrays (FPGAs) for reduction of power and time. Pulsed
latches are transparent latches driven by a clock with a
nonstandard duty cycle. Using edge triggering way to
determine pulse width. In edge triggering the circuit
becomes active at negative or positive edge of the clock
signal. The two ways of edge triggering in this circuit: First is
positive edge triggering, Next is negative edge triggering.
The circuit is positive edge triggered, it will take input at
exactly the time in which the clock signal goes from low to
high. Similarly input is taken at exactly the time in which the
clock signal goes from high to low in negative edge
triggering. In this way we can reduce short and long path
delays.
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minimum amount of time and the data signal should be held
steady after the clock event. So, that the data are reliably
sampled. This also applies to synchronous input signals to
the flip-flop.
Tcq + CDji + Tsu ≤ P , Ɣ j

Fig 1.Latch replacement with delay
In this outline the first step for intializing the flip-flop
with their different types JK FF,D FF,T FF,SR FF.Then next
select the flip-flop for this method and determine which
flip-flop for most suitable with their operatins. If no change
occurs in the outputs means the clock disabled.In other way
of outline using combinational table helps to determine the
short path and long path violations. Here, merge the flip-flop
into different positions and assign same clock for all
flip-flops.every flip flops are connected one by one and
depends on the inputs.

i

(1)

Tcq, or clock-to- Q time .accounts for the lag time between
the output of a flip-flop reacting to its input after a clock
event. CDji is the maximum combinational delay of any path
starting and ending at flip-flops j and i , respectively. Tsu
represents the flip-flop’s setup time. Synchronous sequential
circuit.
obey the hold time constraint. Then the any one of the
flip-flop output get corrupted. So, the following equation
helps to prevent this situation,
Tcq + cdji ≥ Th , Ɣ j

i

(2)

Cdji represents the delay between j and i. Th also known as the
hold time. Failure to meet hold-time constraints results in a
circuit that malfunctions with any value of clock period.
C. CLOCK SKEW
The difference between arrival times of the clock at
different devices is called clock skew.The clock skew can be
used as a manageable resource and help reduce the clock
period in [9].
For,FPGAs, shifted clock lines provide over A 20%
improvement in circuit speed[11].as clock comprise ῀ 19%
of dynamic power consumption in commercial FPGAs[12].
The related work presented in [13] used PDEs on the clock
tree,where as the PDEs were inserted into FPGA logic
elements in[14].

B. TIMING ANALYSIS
Flip-flop based circuits has setup-time and hold-time
constraints. Setup time is the minimum amount of time the
data signal should be held steady before the clock event. So,
that the data are reliably sampled by the clock. This applies to
synchronous input signals to the flip-flop. Hold time is the

D. RETIMING
Retiming is the technique of moving the structural
location of latches or registers in a digital circuit to improve
its performance, area, and/or power characteristics in such a
way that preserves its functional behavior at its outputs.
Retiming was first described by Charles E. Leiserson and
James B. Saxe[10], retiming using level-sensitive latches[17]
,and retiming used for low power[12],[13].
Retiming changes the position and number of
flip-flops,making the design debugging process more
difficult as a designer.time-borrowing via retiming is
inherently quantized ,because it is impossible to relocate a
flip-flop.retiming has been applied to FPGAs [18], linear
time algorithm that provides a 7% improvement in circuit
speed.
III.EDGE TRIGGER LATCHES
The input signal is sampled at the rising edge or falling
edge of the clock signal. It is not sensitive to Glitches
(example: Flip flop). Edge-triggering is good for clocks,
because it allows the value output by a latch in response to
one (e.g. rising) clock edge to be used in the computation of
what it should do on the next rising clock edge. Less complex
clocking with edge triggered devices
The transparent nature of level-sensitive latches allow
signals of one combinational stage to arrive transparent
phase of the next phase cycle.the advantage of using level
sensitive latches is avoid the dynamic power consumption
overhead of using multiple clocks.It is implemented in clock
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skew and possible for increasing in the number of flip-flops
if retiming is used.Because,the transparent latches use less
power than master –slave flip-flops,however unlike
flip-flops,they do not filter glitches.latch-based optimization
does not change the locations of storage elements in the
netlist.
TABLE I
COMBINATIONAL TRUTH TABLE
D3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

D2 D1 D0
0 0
0
0 0
1
0 1
0
0 1
1
1 0
0
1 0
1
1 1
0
1 1
1
0 0
0
0 0
1
0 1
0
1 0
0
1 0
1
1 0
1
1 1
0
1 1
1

S1
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

S2
0
0
0
1
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0

S3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
0

S4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

There are two notable differences between transparent latch
and positive edge triggered flip-flop timing parameters.
1) Tsu and Thold are bound to the falling edge of
the clock rather than the rising edge.
2) Tdq represents the data-to-Q time ¬the time lag
between the output of a flip-flop to a changeable
input.
Level-sensitive latches allow signals to arrive at any time
before the Tsu timing window.this latches driven by a single
clock can mimic multiple skews.The time borrowing
properties of latches have definite advantages.Minmum
delay sequential circuit having hold-time violations.So, we
can reduce the size of the transparent window , possible to
avoid such hold-time violations.
Pulsed latches are widely used in microprocessors for better
performance[14].Their use for improving the performance of
ASICs recently explored [15],[16].
IV.DELAY PADDING
Minimum delay constraints can always be satisfied by delay
padding, maximum delay constraints may not. For using the
delay padding the possiability of increasing the pulse width
for more time borrowing opportunities. we are fixing the
short path violations by increasing their path delays by
taking a more circuitous route in the router- delay padding.
The process of determining which combinational paths to
pad for a wider pulse width. It is a side effect of our
latch-based optimizations.the delay padding in FPGA
routing to correct hold time violations,in this paper applies
specifically in the latch-based optimization.
The delay padding it could be made more effective
in this ways: A pulse width selection scheme that adapts to a
benchmark’s short path delay distribution, The delay

padding strategy should be a hybrid of the two separate
strategies we attempted. That is, use free routing resources
whenever possible and only rip-up and re-route what is
necessary if routing blockages are present.
V.RESULTS
This combinational table shows that the operation behind
clock connected to every flip-flops one by one respectively.

Fig 3. Output for Disable Clock
In this result shows,without using any clocks the input will
be triggered for negative and positive edges.

Fig 4. Output for Common Clock for flip flops
In the above result shows. the clock connected to every
flip-flop one by one respectively. In this way, the power, area
and time reduced.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper, the method used is applied to the FPGA
architecture for using different flip flop for reducing power,
delay using common clock method. In future work Clock
Gating Method and Clock Tree Method will be used and
compared with this method. It helps to increase the
performance in the FPGA architecture.
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